
UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR WASTE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

August 4, 2005

MEMORANDUM TO: Michael Ryan, ACNW.Chairman.
Allen Croff, ACNW Vice Chairmai j )

FROM: Ruth Weiner, ACNW Member

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTAL OF THE ACN TEAM REPORT FROM THE APRIL 13-
15,'2005 VISIT TO THE CENTER FOR THE REGULATORY ANALYSIS
OF NUCLEAR WASTE

As you know, three members of the Advisory Committee on Nkicear Waste (ACNW) and two
ACNW consultants visited the Center for the Regulatory Analysis of.'Nuclear.Waste (CNWRA)
in San Antonio, Texas on April 13-15, 2005 and conducted a focused discussion of topics that
had been selected by the ACNW. The ACNW team consisted. of ACNW members Ruth'.,
Weiner, James Clarke, and Williani Hinze, ACNW Consultants Bruce Marsh and Paul
Shewmon, and Richard Savio, Sharon Steele,-and Jenny. Gallo of the ACNW/ACRS Staff.
NRC/NMSS staff present at the CNWRA included Jack Guttmann,AJohn Trapp, and Allen
Fetter. Additional[NRC/NMSS and ACNW staff at NRC-Headquarters participated by video
teleconferencing.

The -NMSS.and the CNWRA staffs were provided with a number of specific questions relating to
the topics to be discussed'prior to the visit and were provided with .opportunities to discuss
these questions with the cognizant ACNW members prior to the visit. The questions were
discussed with the ACNW prior to the ACNW rmembers' visitfto the CNWRA. The information
provided to the'ACNW in a February 24, 2005 briefing by members 6f the QNWRA staff was
used-in developing thaese questions..-The-purpose of the ACNW members' and consultants'
visit was to gather-infofmation vwhich wvould betjlter discussed by-the ACNW and used to
provide advice tb the NRC Commission.: .. ;' .,

The presentations to the ACNW team werehelpful, and generally responsive to theACNW's
questions. Althou'gh responses to the questi6ns related to, ignbous activity were a rriarked

-'improvement'in depth'.'and breadth over previous presentations-to the C6mmittee' so'me
conce 6s still remain.- .Thie attached repod cdontains a summary'of what th&'ACNW team-
Iearned. Appendixes 1 and 2 contain a deteiied summary-of the CNWRA and NMS$ sta ff
responses to the'q iestloris provided prior to the April'13-15, 2005 visit.(Appendix 1) and a
di cussior of issues relevant to:the interactio of mngna with the Waste package (Appendix 2).

AftachMgent: Asstated: . . .. - .

i" c w/Aft't VV.Hiz. -W. I.'. i :'z 6....

* ' .J. Clarke
_ _a* .rh .

'P. Sh*wmon' --
J. Larkihs'. . . .- ... . . _ .

C.-W.,Reamner.
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WORKING PAPER ON THE ACNSW VISIT TO

CNWRA, APRIL 13-15, 2005

Summary

A team from the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste (ACNW) comprised of three ACNW
members, two ACNW consultants, and an ACNW staff member, visited the Center for Nuclear
Waste Regulatory Analysis (CNWRA) April 13-15, 2005. The ACNW team's impressions of the
CNWRA investigations and analyses may be summarized as follows:

• CNWRA's investigations of several performance assessment models and codes for use
in decommissioning analyses appear to be thorough and are proceeding well. -

* CNWRA's experiments and analyses of waste package performance' potential waste
package corrosion, radionuclide mobility, and waste form dissolution are providing'
appropriate input and abstractions to the next version of CNWRA's Total System
Performance Assessment Code TSPA 5.0.1.

* Regarding the analysis of a potential igneous event:
o The ACNW team differs with the CNWRA analysis of the magmalwaste package

interaction, in particular with the assumption of complete disruption of the waste
package in an igneous event. This assumption is not supported by evidence
available to the ANCW teami.

* o The ACNW team and CNWRA differ on the question of assessment of the
probability of an igneous event.

o CNWRA's analysis and modelirig of the health consequences of an igneous
event is.appropriate but ineeds.better documentation of the supporting evidehce.

o The ACNW will continue to use this working paper as the source document for a
letter on.the igrieous activity as more irif6rmation identified below comes fbiward.
At an appropriate point in the future, the ACNW.will:write.a follow up letter on .

* igneous activity discussing closure on points where agreement -has been reached
and identify and detail points on which the ACNW mray hold differing views fr6m:

* ......the Center or ACNW staff. - ;

Thes6 points are discussed in greater-detail in the following.paragraphs.

Introduction

The Center for Nuclear MM6 Regulatory Analysis (CNWVRA) of the Souihwest.Research
* Instiute is performng' technical assistance' and confirmaftry.research for the NRC, in
prepaiation for the review.of the anticipated License Application (LA) from the DOE for
constijction-of the proposed underground HLW repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Three
mleembers of the Advisory Committee.on .Nuclear Waste (ACNW), responding to its.charge to.
gather inforeatio'n related to the .techniical/scientific work being performed by the CNWRA,
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conducted a focused discussion of selected topics on April 13-15, 2005 in San Antonio, Texas.
These members were supported by two ACNW consultants. This group will be referred to as
the uteam" or "the ACNW team3 in the'remainder of this report. .

The ACNW team was provided with an overview of the accomplishments of the Center and
future projects by the Technical Director of the CNWRA during its 157t Meeting in February of
2005. Much of the information that had previously been made available to the ACNW wa's
outdated: The AChlW team focused its discussion of the Center's activitie's on a few topics of
impoitance to the Yucca Mountain repository review program and of particular'concem to the
Committee. Prior to the ACNW team's visit, the ACNW presented the Center'staff with 33
questions relating to specificltopics that the members wanted addressed during the April 13-15,
2005 discussions, most of which pertained to the topic of igneous activity and its potential
consequences. The Center was advised that these questions were illustrative only and that
additional questions could be anticipated in th'e discussion among the'princip'als. A few days
before the visit, the Center provided the ACNW team'with some published and unpublished
documents related to the topics of the questions.

The ACNW team consisted of ACNW Members Ruth Weiner, James Clarke, and William- Hinze,
ACNW Consultants Bruce Marsh and Paul Shewmon, and Richard Savio, ACRS/ACNW Staff.
In addition Sharon Steele and Jenny Gallo of the ACNW staff were in 'attendance. NRC/NMSS
staff present at the CNWRA included Jack Guttmann, John Trapp, and Allen Fetter. Additional
NRC/NMSS and ACNW staff at NRC Headquarter's participated by video teleconferencing.

- A significant portion of the briefing presented'by the Center during the review was of a pre-
decisional nature. The ACNW team was sensitized to the importance of not releasing this
information until it was made public by members of the NMSS staff that accompanied the group.
.to the Center. --- ' .

Observations - . .' - .

Container life, source term, and radionuclide mobility:'

* 1) The presentations concerned with container life, the radionuclide source term, the-near-field
environment, radionuclide' retardation, and the published versiouis of the Department of.Energy's
Total System Performan'ceAssessment (TSPA)I. were comprehensive. . . '

The Center hat made significant progress in understanding he.controls and the processes ' .
involved in container corrosion Laboratory corrosion studies include'studies of stress'corrosion
ciacking resistance of Alloy.22,.high.-level .asteglass dissolution processes, nechanical
properties -of the waste package, and the 'relationship between'in-package chbnistry'and .
package 6'crrosiori. The..laboratory 'studies show that corrosion by chloride-6ntainirig .solutions.
can'b"inhibited by nitrate, sulfate, carbbnate;'or.bicarbonate, if the ratio of any of these to
chloride conceintration is 071.6r.greater Nitrate appears tobe the' rnost effective inhibitor;:.

*.-bicarbonate, 'the least. Studies of'Yucca' dMuntain dust conposition indicate that nitrate and
sulfate are present-in this dust in sufficient concentration to potentially mitigate corrosion. The
results of corrdsion-studies are.expressdd as' distributions that Incorporate' uncertainty in
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corrosion rates. The Center's humidity deliquescence studies showed that, although chloride
deliquescence could form corrosive brine, other components of this dust can mitigate such
corrosion. The Center is abstracting these results for incorporation in ongoing model
development activities.

2). Progress continues to be made at the Center on spent fuel dissolution and the mobility of
radionuclides in the near-field environment. The Center staff is using parameter values from the
technical literature as well as results from laboratory experiments to model the dissolution of
radionuclides from various regions of the spent fuel matrix. Studies have shown that gap and
grain boundary inventory increases with increasing fuel bumup, but bumup does not influence
dissolution of the uranium dioxide matrix significantly.

3) The revised version of the TPA computer code (5.0.1) incorporates several advancements
such as tephra remobilization, consequences of drift, degradation, drip shield and waste
container weld corrosion, and colloid transport. Furthermore, numerous parameter'values and
their distributions are reflecting recent progress in the understanding of and information on the
germane FEPs. Details on revisions are pre-decisional at this time, but modification to. the code
should lead to improvements in evaluation of the risk associated with the FEPs involved in the
performance of the proposed repository.

4) the Center is studying performance assessment models to apply to analysis of potential
decommissioning sites. This work appears to be proceeding well.

Igneous activity

-The ACNW team and the Committee as a whole believe that there are differing views on various
- - issues related to the igneous activity. The text that follows in the remainder of this trip report is

the Committee's documentation of its views on these questions and to suggest paths forward.
The.Conmmittee recognizes that in some instances its views differ from those of NRC: and
CNWRA staff. The differing views result from professional judgments, and may or may'not.be
resolved by'additional work. The Comnmittee plan's to continue to its dialogue-with the NRC and
CNWRA staffs to resolve issues as additional information becomes availabl6.and to highlight
difference's in professional judgments without trying to'necessarily reach a final consensus. The
Committee will work collaboratively t6 assure that the facts and NRC and..CNWRA staff views
ard-clearly and accurately represented in f6llow up commriunications. The Committee believes
that this process will best iinform the Commission on this important topic.

1) .The selection 6f the 'components-of the.ignieous activity topic that are of high risk significance
probability df a volcanic event, number of waste packages affected by a volcanic eruption,

occurrence of secondary volcanic conduits, and buman.inhalation of resuspended coritaminafed
.ash - 'seem to bel.the 'rmost important' items for analysis~from a risk viewpoint. The criteria used:
in ranking of these components of. the igneous'activity topicappear to be inconsistent and to.
include some subjective judgments. Subjective judgments should be eliminated asr much as.
possible from the ranking process to. avoid the possibility of inconsistencies anid irnprove risk' '

_ .insights, in accord with the concern of the Committee expressed in their letter,to the
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Commission of May 3, 2004 regarding 'Risk Insights Baseline Report" that specific guidance on
prioritizing'issue resolution is desirable.

2) The increased emphasis on consequences of igneous activity is a step forward in decreasing
uncertainties and increasing realism. The -investigations of the Center. relating to the exposure
scenario'resulting from igneous activity have improved during the past year. We look forward to
publication of the'associated do6umentation in the near future. However, the ACNW team has
remaining concerns about the realism of the assumptions that are being used in the dose
modeling, which has led to recommendations for improvement. In particular, better
documentation is needed for neglect of the effects of the tephra plume immediately on emission
and for the contribution of particles larger than 10 microns to the total effective dose equivalent.

3) The NRC estimates that the probability of an igneous intrusion into the proposed Yucca
Mountain HLW repository is '10 lyr over the next 10,000 years. This is neither an average event
probability nor a bounding value because published estimates range from the order of
magnitude of 104/yr to 1 0'10Iyr. Apparently, it is accepted as a reasonably conservative value,
and is being used as a surrogate for the mean value in 10 CRF Part 63. The use of this single
point value inma probabilistic performance assessment is without compelling support and is in'
contradiction to the established practice of the NRC to use a risk-informed approach to studies
incorporating a range of probability values in such assessments. Accordingly, the NRC is urged
to use a range of estimates from 10'7/yr to 10'81yr.as specified in a published journal article of.
the CNWRA and NMSS/NRC staff until further evidence supports a change in this range of
values.

4) The ACNW team believes that important questions remaining regarding the rmagma/waste:
interaction that should be addressed by the NRC. The principal concerns relate to the credit

- given in performance assessment to the waste containers contacted by the magmia and the role .
of solidification of magmaraupon encountering the open drifts of the reppsitory' aind the waste.
'containers. : - .. .' - ' '

. , . . - . . . .
, .- . . .

.... . . . . . -

- terns for further follow up - : " --. ,;- :,

1) Studies of container life, source term, and radionuclide mobility, and development of TPA
5.0.1 appear to be progressing-steadily and appropriately, as do investigations inuto nalysis of

* .decomrn~issipnlng Riteis. 'Therefore, the teamn's' only recommenda'tio'n'related to these ar'alyses..
is th'at~ttiey coifinUe as presently undertaken . ,' '', -

2.) Criteria used in risk-ranking the comprioents of an igneous event should e'clifiddnd -.. :
consistent, ;particularly for those phenomenadthose are of high risk significance (probabilit of a
volcanic event, ntumbef of waste' packages affected 'by a v'olcanic eruption, occurrence bf
se6ondary volcanic conduits,-and human inhalation of resuspended contaminated ash).
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3) The NRC is urged to use a range of estimates of the probability of an igneous event: i.e.,
from 10'71yr to 1 O-8/year, as specified in a published journal article of the CNWRA and
NMSS/NRC staff until further evidence supports a change in this range of values.

4) Alternative tectonic models and processes should be evaluated as part of the ongoing
monitoring of the DOE's current Probabilistic Volcanic Hazard Analysis - Update (PVHA-U).
Similarly it is recommended that the possibility of incorporating geologic controls into the
estimates of the recurrence interval through Bayesian statistical methods should continue to be
considered.

5) The NRC staff should broaden their view of scenarios involving magma/repository interaction
to evaluate in a quantitative manner the effect of magma on the waste containers and the effect
of solidification of magma in the repository and surrounding waste containers. The current
position of the NRC is that the waste containers encountered by the intruding magma lose their
integrity, so that no credit is taken for the waste container in performance assessment. No
quantitative support is provided for this position. By not considering scenarios for the interaction
of magma with the waste containers, important processes that may have implications for
understanding other processes (e.g., ehtrainment and eruption of waste) may be missed, and
the overall consequences of the magma disruption process may be evaluated erroneously. An
example is the lack of consideration of the phenomenon of magma solidification upon eruption.
into the repository openings and surrounding the waste containers. The ACNW team believes
that whether DOE uses a risk informed scenario to describe magma package interactions' or not
should not be used as the justification to overlook the insights that could be gain regarding a
more realistic scenario.

6) We encourage the staff to revisit the calculation of dose to the RMEI, taking into account
magmaAvaste package interaction scenarios that dd not result in complete disruption of the
waste package and fragmentation of the spent fuel. The process of. fragmentation of.the waste
upon interaction with magma and the resulting particle'size distribution aind the incorporation of
the fragments into the ejected magma (tephra) remains a concern:. The Center's position that
all of the waste in the intercepted package is contacted by the magma,'and that'fuel rods and.
package are completely assimilated into the intruding-magma, has resulted in an apparently
excessively cofservative calculation of dose to the RMEI.

dos t. th RM. .:

7) We encourage. the staff to ft)14' evaluate. eruption scenarios involvlig secondary conduits
(boccas), building upon recent studies q their cQnsultants: Flank eruptions of volcanoes
involving secondary conduits:(boccas) that mayerupt through the reo6sitory..isa potentially
important scenario to'consider when evaluating the consequences of igneous activity
intersecti ggthe proposed Yucca Mountain repository. .. -

8) Th'e interaction of irpga w.ith waste forhis other than spent nuclear fuel should'be
considered in the full perfor mance assessment although this is a small minority of the. waste. It
appears that current evaluation of magmalwaste interaction does. not include waste scheduled
for the HLW repository other than spent nuclear fuel (SNF):
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9) The staff's contention that the risk from the initial dispersion of the tephra plume can be
neglected needs to be documented; the statement was presented without documented
evidence. The staff has concluded that risk to the RMEI is negligible from the waste-
contaminated tephra that is aerosolized or deposited immediately when' the plume is ernittedJ.
However, the tephra remobilized either by fluvial or aeolian processes may'reach sufficient
concentrations that the risk to the RMEI must be evaluated. As a result, the remobilization
model is significant. We look forward to the publication of this model and the assumptions that
have been used to establish it. Neglect of the immediate resuspension of the plume obviates
the question of differences between'the Center's model. and Dr. Anspaugh's'model as
presented at the 1 53'd meeting, since that particular resuspension model deals with a plume
when it is emitted rather than the remobilized ash.

10) The calculation of inhalation '(and aeolian remobilization) dose using a triangular distribution
of the logarithm of particle size, and incorporating'the contribution of largerparticles as a
deceasing fraction of the dose due to the one-micron particles requires better documentation
than the Center was able to present at the time of the meeting. The assessment of
consequences presented by the Center at this meeting is an improvement over the wholesale
acceptance of particles 100 microns or smaller'as respirable.

, . I: ,

. . .

I

. .1I

. . - . j
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Appendices

The first appendix to this trip report, Appendix 1, is a collection of the questions put to the
Center staff and a'summary of the ACNW team's understanding of the responses.

Appendix 2 is a discussion, prepared by Professor Bruce Marsh of the magma/waste package
interaction. The evidence detailed in the Appendix 2 illustrates the basic nature of the
processes involved in the solidification of magma upon interaction with the repository and waste
canisters. This leads to a more realistic view, and less conservative one, of the potential
consequences from the interaction of the magma with the repository than currently being used
by both the NRC and DOE. This has potentially important implications not only to understanding
the magma disruption process, but to the understanding of other processes such as the
entrainment and eruption of waste into the environment and subsequently into inhalation
scenarios.

Appendix I

QUESTIONS POSED BY THE ACNW TEAM, RESPONSES, AND ACNW TEAM COMMENTS

Prior to the ACNW team's visit,.the ACNW presented the Center staff with 33 questions relating
to specific topics that the members wanted-addressed'during the April 13-15, 2005 discussions,
most of which pertained to the topic of igneous.activity and its potential consequences. The
Center was advised that these were important questions. to the Committee, but that they were
illustrative only and that additional questions could be anticipated in the discussion among the
principals. In this report, the questions'and responses about which the ACNW team had no.
further concern are presented first, followed by the questions about which the ACNW team.still ---

has concerns, either because the questions were not completely answered, or because the
answers communicated an approach that is- not risk-informed or technically sound, or, in a few
cases, where the answers were predecisional and the questions were not probed further.
Statements in the discussion that follows to the effect that the ACNW team had been provided
with information should- not be interpreted.as meaning that the related work has been-.
completed: Following each question is a brief summary of the team's understanding of the. -

response. Each of these two section-s is summarized in Tables 1 and.3, respectively, which are
placed at the end of the sections.

Questions about which there are no further concerns:

. What Dose Conversion Factors were used and in pa ticular what sohibility 6lass was
assuried for an inhaled species? Howwhere these selections justified? .

-The Center assumes the solubility of uranium 'dioxide (Clearance Class Y) for the inhahed
species. In accordance with NRC practice, the Center has used'the dose conversion factors
(DCFs) in FRG 11/12. Other work in which the ICRP72 DCFs were substituted'for the FGR.1 1
values indicates that the differences-in doses for many radionuclides were not significant. *The '.
final resolution of this question rests, however, with a decision to use of the ICRP doses and
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compare the results. Use of the ICRP72 DCFs by the DOE would require an exemption
request after the transmittal of the license application or a modification of the existing EPA
standard. The Center is not however precluded.from assessing differences between the DCFs
in the FRGIIiI2 and the ICRP72.

What-pathways of exposure were included or excluded in the models used by CNWRA and
what was the technical basis for these ch6iceis? , -

Section 1.01 The'Center used the GENII code and calculated the total effective dose
equivalent (TEDE) for each of 42 radionuclides.prds'urned to b66'preseht in the soil. Calculation'.
of the' TEDE is consistent with NRC practice. In response to questions, Center staff recognized
that the inhalation'dose was the dominant dose for the igneous scenario. The 0critical.group" is
identified as farmer/ranchers in the Amargosa Valley. Dose calculations in the performance
assessment will be done for the Reasonable Maximally Exposed Individual (RMEI) meeting the
criteria defined in 10 CFR 63.312. Some recognition was also given to the realistic situation of
crops that can actually, be grown in'the Amargosa Valley. The.,Center has not yet done so, but
apparently intends to incorporate the~ICRP 72-dose' conversion fdctors. Aeoliar''and fluvial
remobilizations are both considered to be'the drivers for the exposure pathways.

Bayesian statistical methods are useful in incorporating geologic vanables into probability
studies, but to date the only.geolopgicinformationh'usedbythe.NRChas-been gravity...,
anomalies. What other geologic and phisical attributelsof the 'Yucca Mounitain region could
be employed to increase the realism of the probability estimates '. . .

The Center has been a -leader in using Bayesia'n statistical methdds incorporating geologic -
variables into.stidies of the p.o.brbiity of futu'revolcahic events 6ccurring within.the footprint of
the repository. The Center has used the spatial yariatioris in gravity.anom6lies to refinb',thh
probability estimates'66d; althiough the use'.of this information ha's been quiestiohid in this..

' regard, the employment of geol6gicvariables tb constrain probability is a' potentially powerful
*' techrique. The Centerstaff has not discoveredother potential geologic or physical attribfutesof
the Yucca Mountairi region to aid in the analysis of probability. Their work of approximately 10
years ago-has' shown that the use of surface elevation ~as-a controlling praraometertdoes riot.::
increase the realism of the probability estrimates. However, recent studies asrepprted at ihe
P*VHA-Update Working Group. me6ting #2-suggest that'videric6 supports surface elevation as
a possible controlling parameter.on the propagation ofdikes into the footprint of therepository.

* What tradeoffs have been' 'mad6 tn igneous rocesss parametersinv6lvd' in botth
probability and cdndsequence:scenajibs.such that conservative 6stirmate§ have'been made
,to comnpensale for absernce of signiic6ant-information?. IWhat.is the status ofretearch.-
. iiideiway tb determine the neededinfo'nnation? - : . . . - - . .

- ~~~. . . . . e.I

The Center has n-t deliberately substituted rnmodeling conservatisms in some areas of Igneous
activity-to compensate for a lack'of uride1standing"of other features, events; and processes in , .
*other areas.

7. . . . .
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* What has been the progress in your corrosion and humidity deliquescence studies during
CY 2004 and 2005? What conclusions have you been able to draw regarding the stability of
the waste package?

The Center's corrosion studies have progressed to the point where the results are formatted as
distributions that incorporate the uncertainty in corrosion rates. These distributions are
abstracted as inputs to TPA Version 5.0.1. The Center is using data developed in the Center
laboratories, and qualifying the data. The purpose of this work is to provide support for the
NRC's review of the corrosion studies submitted by the DOE and is by its nature focused on
specific issues and questions. The uncertainties that persist are incorporated as abstractions
into the performance assessment codes.

* Has CNWRA (or DOE) examined meteorite corrosion in desert sites as a source of
analogue data on the corrosion of iron based alloys over periods of .100, 000 years?

If meteorites fall into an environment that does not support fast corrosion, e.g. no oxygen and
little water, then they will remain in their metallic state for a long time. However, it is difficult to
know the terrestrial age of a meteorite, or the corrosive environment it has experienced. The
CNWRA examined the use of old metallic meteorites as an analog for the performance of the
waste package:. The corrosion properties.of these iron-nickel alloys differ greatly from that of
the engineered materials used in the waste package and the terrestrial age of the meteorites
and corrosive environment are not well known: The CNWRA believes that the information
obtained from these types of analogs is of limited.usefulness..Thus they-see little.value in the
study of meteor c6rrosion.

. The probability of a container failure/leaking in the first 10,000 years may be determiined by.
the probability of seal. failure; Plearse describe.whatis known as to the design.Qfthis'seal
and what would be the relative corrosion rate of the seal relative tothe rest.of the container?
(Residual strbsses'are the source of the problein here and perhaps bimetal galvanic effects,
depending on the weld design.)

The final design of the seal has not been fixed. A preliminary design has been examined and
some'work has been done on the degree' of corrosion acceleration induced by.welding. The -
seal preliminary design that was described showed that the appropriate parameters had been'
considered: i.e., (1.) multiple welded barriers at the ends ae proposed,in case one barrierleaks;
(2) the welding process-will be machine controlled, thus providing uniform welds that 'are easier
to inspect fhan hand 'made-welds; (3) the weld procedure used will minimize weld metal Volume

* and composition variation across a weld zone, thus reducing the tendency of thle velds to suffer
localized corrosion. ' . ' . . -

. - - .
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What has CNWRA accomplished in its work on radionuclide transport modeling in CY 2004
and 2005? Have you incorporated spatial variations in water chemistry into Kd
determinations and usage in the TPA and if so how are you doing this?

The Center, has been responsive to the suggestions made during the ACNW's Geosphere
Transport Working Group meeting. Potential spatial water chemistry impacts 'on Kdvalues have
been evaluated and additional sorption studies are underway to evaluate neptunium transport in
the alluvium.
Kd values are critical to modeling.the movement of radionuclides to the accessible environment
and ultimately to radiation-exposure of the RMEI.

What studies are contemplated on the solubilities and mobilities of spent fuel constituents in
'the presence' of free water? What additional studies will be required if the period of'
performance assessment were to extend beyond 10,000 years?

A previous proposal to use unirradiated U0 2 as a surrogate to study release from the matrix a
proposal that the ACNW commented on extensively after the 2004 visit to the Center-is not
beirig pursued by the Center. The NRC and the Centersare using published work on irradiated
SNF to construct abstractions, for the TPA, of the solubilities and mobilities of radionuclides in
the gap and at exposed surfaces of SNF. These abstractions include a full range of
.uncertainties, and would appear to be appropriate for the TPA. The question.of-additional
*studies was not directly addressed. -However, experimental results of the Ceniter's the
laboratory studies are extrapolated for long periods of.time, even for the 10,000 year time- of
compliance, so the extrapolation method'would probably be'comparable. Temporal .
extrapolation is included in the uncertainty band. ' ''

., Pl6easeprvide a description of the changes being incorpdrated into Version 56f the TPA
code and, where applicable, th6 physical phenorndna modeling that these changes address.

' . Version 5.0 of the TPA.code incorporates tephra're'nObili'afion, the c6risequences of drift
degr'adation, updated near-field.calcclatlons, drip shield arid wste- packagb weld c orrosion, and
colloid transport. Various-paramete'r valie~'s'nd distribuitionis have been added/ modified to.'
reflect:.current knowledge -and sometcode testing has-been doneifor time periods longer than
10,Q00.yea'rs'(to 100,000 years).:This code testing appears to have addressed numerical
stability. Code development is still origoihg: Consideration 'is being given to an ACNVW member
visit to the NWVRAin the.Fall of.2006A.o discuss-theinodels ino6rporaied'i'the TPA Version :
5.0. .The-work.on thie develo'pment of TPA 5.0.1 is'not 6ornplete.and this version'of the: T.PA-
code has not-'et been released. . ' . . - . ' ' .

i Pleasedescribe what processes will be used to provide a scientific ivalidation (peer review,
.. : publication in-refereed jour8als; etc).forlhe.TPA.code and the basis by which these ^ .

.processes vilprovide ad6quate confidence that the TPA:code can be used in a reguleitory
decision-making process. . . .'. -.
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The Center does encourage publication in peer-reviewed journals and when this is done the
technical work that forms the basis of the TPA code is subject to this level of review. The
CNWRA has an internal QA process that is used to assure code quality and technical review of
the code models and parameter/data input. The Center directors also wish to encourage review
of Center work by the ACNW, which they view as an independent peer-review group.

The Center is currently evaluating a set of multimedia environmental models for complex
decommissioning sites (GENII, MEPAS, RESRAD-OFFSITE, and GOLDSIM). Recognizing
that the Center's work is still ongoing: What model or models best represent physical
situations encountered at decommissioning sites? .What models should be used and why?

Information was provided concerning the three (3) main models of interest - RESRAD, GENII
and MEPAS. GoldSim was covered by a demonstration. GoldSim is a computer code,
developed for commercial distribution by Golder Associates, that provides a simulation
language which can be used to construct site models. The code modules (with the exception of
GoldSim) were developed for particular applications and reflect this in their ease of application
to particular sites. The final report on this code comparison is scheduled to be completed in
August 2005 and will provide more information and another opportunity for ACNW interaction
with the NMSS staff. Training sessions will be arranged for the NRC staff..

Demonstration of the capabilities of the GOLDSIM code

The CNWRA demonstration was thorough and responsive to ACNW team questions. There was
a brief discussion of DOE's use-of-the GoldSim computer code for the DOE performance
assessment model. CNWRA% appears to be thoroughly'familiar'with GoldSim and is apparently
able to use it'appropriately to review the DOE's performance assessment. -The code appears to
be adaptable to complex decommissioning site needs and has graphics capabilities that enable
transparent displays of the model features and results. The site model being'used to evaluate-
this code (a military site-used for the testing of spent uranium projectiles) can be run onan
ordinary PC.with reasonable, run times- DOE's'performance assessment 'model of the proposed -'

Yucca Mountain repository is being run on a number of networked PCs -
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Table 1. Summary of questions about which there are no further concerns

General Topic Question briefly summarized

Calculation of RMEI What Dose Conversion Factors were used...

dose What pathways of exposure were included or excluded...

Igneous activity What other geologic and physical attributes of the Yucca Mountain
region could be employed to increase the realism of the probability
estimates?

What tradeoffshave been made in igneous processes parameters

Corrosion and What has been the progress in your corrosion and humidity
radionuclide mobility deliquescence'studies...

Has CNWRA (or DOE) examined meteor corrosion in desert sites... .

The probability of a container failure/1eaking in the first 10,000 ypars
may be determined by the probability of seal failure...

What has CNWRA accomplished in its work on radionuclide,
transport modeling...

What studies 'are contemplated on the solubilities and mobilities of
spent fuel constituents in the presence of free water?

Performance . Please provide a description of the changes being incorporated into
assessment Version 5 of the TPA code

Please describe what processes- will be used to provide a scientific
.. . .. validatFir Be5&re view, publication in refereed journals, etc) for the

*TPA code,....

Decommissioning The Center is cunrently evaluating a set of multimedia environmental
m odels for complex decommissioning sites

-Demonstration of the capabilities of the GOLDSIM code.-

Questions about which the .ACNW has remaining concerns: .

-An igneous event, and-the. processes related to it,. represented-the .most important area for the.
-. .ACNW team visit to the Center, f6r which ,the.Committee had inihand the most'outdated.
information, and'about'which the Cionmittee the liarest numberpof questions and concerns.'
The most iffilortant'questions are related to how te interaction of magrr6 with tfef repository
and the-waste is m6deled, .how consequences of an.igneoua event are Mnodeled, what'
assumpti6ns are made re'grding.p.articl6 sized.solubility and re pirability, howvdispersionand

: resuspension are modeled, and the factors indluded in calculating the dose to a receptor:
Additional questions concerning the interaction'6f magnma with tho Waste and waste package

. arose during the ACNW team visit an'd became one focus of theuisctssion..
,_ _th ., . .. .- i.. i.

I .

i. . . . . .
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Considering the various igneous activity scenarios, list the key physical and chemical
processes hierarchically in terms of their impact upon risk along with an assessment of the
present state of understanding, including uncertainties of the basic science of these
processes? What specific effiorts are being carried out to better understand these key
processes?

The first part of this question was answered using the NMVSSINRC staffs 'Risk Insights Baseline
Report" (April, 2004) [RIBR-04] as a basis. However, the ACNW team questions the Center's
"risk ranking" of the various phenomena involved in an igneous disruption. The components of
the igneous activity topic that are rated of high risk significance are 1) probability of a volcanic
event, 2) human inhalation of resuspended contaminated ash, 3) the number of waste packages
affected by eruption, and 4) the occurrence of secondary volcanic conduits that may intersect
more waste packages than occur within the diameter of a vertical volcanic conduit that could
intersect the repository. The fourth process is appropriately interpreted as being part of item 3,
the number of waste packages affected by eruption, in RIBR-04.
The Center's risk ranking, which is based on the significance of the issue to waste isolation,
appears to be a semi-quantitative evaluation as described in the RIBR-04 report. However, in
some cases the ranking may have been influenced by the approach being taken by the DOE.
The introduction. of this additional subjective factor departed from the Risk Insights approach
taken to other features, events, and processes (FEPs). These additional criteria resulted in the
observed inconsistencies. The Center presented in a figure, Conceptual Model.for Igneous
Disruption, risk ranking of the processes in an igneous disruption as being either of high or
medium significance' as shown in Table 2- The figure did not show processes whose risk
insights were categorized as of-low significance.
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Table 2. CNWRA Risk Ranking of Processes in an Igneous Event

High Risk Significance Medium Risk Significance

Probability of a volcanic event, Volume of material released to the
environment in the eruption

Human inhalation of resuspended contaminated Number of waste packages damaged
ash

Number of waste packages ejected Surface water reworking of released
material

Occurrence of secondary volcanic conduits that Wind reworking of released material
may intersect more waste packages than occur
within the diameter of a vertical volcanic c6nduit
that could intersect the repository

What investigations hav'e been conducted by the Center's contractors and consultants on
igneous activity issues overthe past year and that future activities are planned? What
have been the goal, rationale, and.results to date of these studies? What is the level of the

. effort by contractors and consultants to the Center?

For several ypars the CNWRA has contracted with consultants to perform theoretical analyses
and supporting Jabor'atory m'6del studies o'n tthe interaction of a volcanic dike with the.
, underground repository and,' thus the potential impact of an intersecting dike on the number of
waste packages. ejected'during a volcanic event and on the'integrity of the packages. The
consultants' initial'studies suggested the possibility of.the 'dog-leg' scenario in which the magma'.
uponr initersecting the repository flowed down the le6gth 'of the repository and broke through to

* .the surface at a distant point from the original intersection of the dike with the repository, thus
leading tothe possibility'of entraining many waste packages, into the erupting volcano.' .

The dog-leg scefirado is subject to"question because of thbeass'imptions that were used. More
.r.ecent investigations. by'the contractors have attempted lo capture niore realistic assumptions
and proces'se in modeling'thee.hatire and 6haracter of the flow 6f m'agma'in'to the repository'
when it is intersected by a.volcanic'dike. These'studibs-are materally'significa't''to..

- assumptions about the entrainm-ent of waste canisters in the magma'bnd the. potential effect of
the magma on the canisterg and their integrity.'The Cent&r:consultants' studies 'assume that the
mag'ma remrains liquid during its.passage'thirou'gh the repository.and apparently do.not iriclude' a
suffici6ntly mechanisticfreatment of cooling and'solidificationi of the magma when it.inters'ects'
the repbository and 'contacts the \wastec66ntainbrs.' '

The questions about the Center s contractors and consultants' studies of magma-repository.
. ,ritractios 'were. answered to the exfent availab e in 'published;NRC sources.-A summary of

potential.magma-rep-osit'ory interactions is scheduled:for.release prior to the end'of 2'005, with
''ubsequent submission':of some results for publication. The studies and their conclusions are
currently pre-deaisiornal. These situdies*are being terminated, so'that questions concerning

* follow-on studies are moot
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The NRC is not taking performance credit for the waste container once it is entrained in an
igneous intrusion. What is the basis for this decision? What evidence is there to assume
that waste container's integrity is lost due to thermal effects when the container is engulfed
by an intruding magma?

CNWRA and the NRC take the position that they need take no credit for the waste container.
Since the DOE has assumed this position, the Center sees no need to, make a more thorough
analysis than what is needed to judge the application. This has major impact on estimates of
the consequences of an igneous event, and on the calculation of the RMEI dose, both of which
are excessively conservative as a result.

* What is the progress of studies underway to estimate the effect of eruptions from a bocca on
the consequences of a magma intrusion into the potential repository? Why is this
important?

The work on this scenario is incomplete and currently pre-decisional, but it is likely that
consideration of this high risk significance item could seriously impact the potential risk from
igneous activity. Studies have shown that secondary conduits (boccas) have occurred.during
volcanism in the Yucca Mountain region including at the Lathrop Wells volcano. Presumably,
these secondary breakouts occur as a result of resurgence of volcanic activity after the primary
conduit has been choked by solidified magma. Resurgent activity may find the path of least
resistance to the surface is via:a secondary path that includes the repository, thus leading to
eruption of waste canisters. The occurrence of secondary conduits intersecting the proposed'
repository is specified as of high risk significance.

A summary of the work on the dynamic controls on summit (primary) and flank eruptioris
(secondary breakout or bocca) is'scheduled for release by the NRC in May of 2005. We note.
the recent release (subsequent to the visit to the CNWRA) of a manuscript by Wood. et al.
regarding physical models of secondary eruptions and potential controlling factors in secondary

-' eruptions.

At the September, 2004 ACNW Working Group meeting Dr. Harper of Sandia reported on
studies of creation of aerosols from ceramics and metals by explosions. Are these results
applicable to the CNWRA work on consequences? If not, why not? -

Section 1.02- -The forces generated in Dr. Harper's experirmeents were about three orders.of
- magnitude greater than the forces expected Iri an igneous eruption. With greater force one

might expect smaller particles and more dispersion. Dr Harper's results.indicated that only 10%--
of the particles in his, more forceful explosions are respirable - much less than'the Centers

: earlier assumption of 100% respirability. Although the Center has modified this'assumption, they.
have not incorporated Dr. Harper's findings in' their consequence assessment.-' '
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a Since the predominant movement of any airborne pollutant is downwind (crosswind diffusion
is orders of magnitude less) the Center should be able to apply a wind rose and calculate
the centerline air concentrations and deposition readily with greater-realism. What has the
Center done with regard to applying variable wind direction and speed to the analysis of the
distribution of contaminated ash around an eruption through the proposed repository?
Explain the impact on consequences of assuming a realistic distribution of wind speed and
direction. ..

The model used has significant effect on the calculated dose.to the RMEI, and thus needs
thorough justification and documentation. Since much of this work is pre-decisional, the need
for thorough justification should be recognized by NMSS and CNWRA. The remobilization
model and the new TEPHRA code are an improvement'over the' model used in' current TPA
code (Version 4.1j) and the Suzuki dispersion model is itself adequately documented. -The
Center's remobilization model uses a mass resuspension model much like that presented by,
Anspaugh, et at in Health Physics 2002, pp. 669-769.

In the Center's model, the area over which contaminated tephra is deposited, and the'time for
resuspension, is at considerable variance with some of the information on'resuspension of the
initial plume that was presented by Dr. Lynn Anspaugh during the September 2004 ACNW
working group. The Center emphasizes remobilized tephra far more than the initial tephra
plume dispersion, and stated that significant doses would not result from exposure to the initial
ash plume, claiming that local potential receptors vould flee that plume. . '.:
Apparently a wind r6se',based'onr several 'decades of daily wind"measurements from a nearby
location, is being applied.to the dispersion calculation. The dispersion is not calculated using a
Gaussian dispersion equation. Instead, the tephra plume is stratified by height of the, stratum..
above the ground. 'The dispersion model used follows the Suzuki model and is. appropriately
referenc6d in the suppooting docurmentation. -The rerriobilization rnodel and the details anrd
complementary cumulative, distribution functions.(CCOFs) resulting'from this calcuia'tion :are
predecisional at this time, and will b6 part 'of TPA Versioh' 5.0.1.

'h .... A -using'-., '. '- ' A ' dj:'ep'rt:

What resuspension model is-the CNWRA using in calculating dose? Dr. Anspadgh:,eported
at the'6 September, 2004 ACNW Workihg Group meeting on Nevada test site.weapons test
work that showed resuspension of aerosols occurs over time pe'riods of days ratherthir :
years?.. Wlhyis resuspensioh characterized as occurring 6Vera period of years in the '
.CNWIA s.cotPsequence Work? If Drz Anspajgh's assertion is wrong or not applic6ble to , .

* basaltic:a.h- 'why is it wrong ornot aplicable? ' ,' . -

The state rnent wa's made that the Initialpluhe-(fricluding immediate resuspension of.hathplume)
'had miri'mal-effect on 'the dose to the RMEI. That dose was resumed to be prinmarily:due to

: remobilization of coritamhinated ashwhih does take place ;over a number of years. Examination
-of several'of Dr. Anspaujh's papers 'on this subject revealed. that his research'group has:
proposed several rmodels, including models of immediate resuspension and models of.
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remobilization (mass movement). The Center's remobilization model does incorporate the ideas
in Dr. Anspaugh's remobilization models.

What evidence is being used to estimate the size distribution of the waste being
incorporated into the tephra? How does this size affect the tephra particle size in which the
waste is incorporated? VMnat evidence is being used to determine the particle size
distribution (PSD) of the ejecta and how is this validated using the ejecta of nearby volcanic
materials? How does the nature of the PSDs change with the nature of the physical
fragmentation process (e.g., vesiculation, ash formation, chemical weatherfng, etc.), the
nature of the source material (magma, wal rock types, chemically weakened canister
materials including fuel pellets), and the effect of man (e.g., agricultural practices,
constnuction)? What is the evolution of the PSD as a result of geomorphic, chemical,
aeolian, and other processes after the ash is deposited? What is the distribution of waste as
a function of ash particle size used in the analyses and what is the supporting evidence for
this distribution? What is the impact of this distribution on the consequences of a volcanic
event?

The particle size and density are the most significant factors in the dispersion and respirability of
any radionuclides released to the accessible environment following an igneous event.
Therefore, these assumptions significantly affect the consequences and the dose to the RMEI.
The two questions that prompted concerns were: (1) the neglect of the effect of the vitrified
waste packaged with the DOE SNF and (2) the assumption that the waste package and
cladding are completely destroyed.
The Center's statements (during the meeting) about vitrified waste implied that SNF would be
surrounded by vitrified HLW 'logs' in all waste packages. Consultation with several
independent outside sources confirmed that only the DOE SNF, which constitutes at most 10%
of the repository volume, will be surrounded by glass logs in the waste package, and there. may
be too few'g'lass logs even for that. Thus, since the total amount of'DOE spent fuel and HLW
would occupy 10% of the repository volume, the vitrified HLW is at most 5% of the emplaced
waste, and would have a negligible impact.

The second.factor is discussed extensively above. -

.The CNWRA response to much of this question is contained in an unpublished CNWRA paper
by LaPlante and Jarzemba, which is incorporated in the User Guide for the model ASHPLUME
Version 1.0 (CNWRA 97-004, 1997). For any waste packages that are in contact with magma,
it is assumed that all cladding and pa6kaging are breached and. ll of the waste comes in
contact-with magma. An igneous event is assumed to disrupt orre waste package. A lognormal
size distribution of HLW and SNF particles from 0.01 cm to 1 cm is assumed and modeled as a
triangular distribution of the log of the diarmeters, with.the median diameter - 0.1 cm. Particle
size of deposited ash is based on the Suzuki model and is also assumed to be distributedlog
normally. The CNWRA model assumes that only a waste.particle one-tenth the size of a tephra
particle, or smraller, would be incorporated into the tephra 'particle The average density of a
contaminated tephra particle was assumed to be 5- gm/cm' and a lognormal distribution of waste
fractions (in tephra) was used in the calculations. These assumptions about the particle size
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distribution, incorporation of radioactive particles in the tephra, and the density of contaminated
tephra appear to be reasonable and adequately documented.' The LaPlante and Jarzemba
report states that these assumptions can be revised as new data become available. At the
ACNW's working group session on igneous activity, the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) pointed out that, using ASHPLUME, 80 percent of the performance assessment.
realizations had negligible accumulation of ash at the RMEI location,' and that the ash that did
accumulate was not in the respirable range.: Different analysts' results appear to cover a wide
uncertainty range.

What studies are underway to reduce the uncertainties concerning the respirable fraction of
waste-contaminated ash? In what way are the current assumptions conservative and what
can be done to 'decrease their uncertainties?

The studies leading to the remobilization module and the discussion of particle size distribution
indicate that the Center continues to gather data and information to reduce uncertainty, and that
this information tends toward realism rather than excessive conservatism. The Center is now
using a lognormal-particle size distribution and calibrating the contribution of larger particles to
the TEDE against the dose delivered by one-micron-sized particles. This method is partly
documented, and is discussed further below.

W What particle.size distributions:(in the respirable range of 0.01 to 10 micron) are derived
from the CNWRA analysis? What fractions of radioactive materials involved in an igneous
event are sequestered and what fraction will be available forpotential inhalation?.How are-
the radioactive materials assumed to be distributed in the respirable fraction of the

.aerosols? . . '

. What-are the specific parameters that the CNWPfA scientists are using in the inhalation and
exposure scenario for the receptor? Why are particles up to 100 microns assumTed to be
respirable? 'What is thejustification? . . . .' . . -

Airborheconcentratiots are assumed to be frori remobilizatidn; rather than from the initial
plume, which passes very quickly. ? Particles are assumed to be produced by. physical crushing:
-Themediarn.diameter that DOE uses is 2.r0icrio; NRC oses.1i0 micron. Accordin to' the-oral.-

: presentation made by- Center stiaff; ICRP 72 lestimates that the range of particles up tol 00..
micron contribute something to the TEDE but the DCF ' the contribution'to dose - depends on

- particle size. -In particdlar, the'Cbnteriotrisiders adistribution of DCFs with'a madihium DCF for'
3 micron particles ard somewhat.lessfon onemicrn prticles D isassumed to DF
.decrease 'for larger:particle, -and 'the DCF'fer r0 mi'cron' particles is assumed to be.'1/8 of.the.-

.DCF for one'micron particles with some small contribution for all airborne patticles:.

The onlyjustificatiob for considering that particles up to 100 microns contribute-to the iihalation'
dose is the assumption of log-normnally distnrbuted dose conversion factors. asfunctionrsobf
.particle size, an assumption which assigns a very smaln,.bon-zero contribution to 100 micron.
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particles. The physical rationale for even having 100 micron particles dispersed is that the
dispersal is due to remobilization and is not the initial dispersion. This rationale is questioned
elsewhere. The physiological rationale given is that the larger particles provide a naso-
pharyngeal dose. Although this statement alone is not an adequate justification, the Center
appears to be moving toward a position expressed during biosphere segment of the igneous
activity WGS: that sinus-gastrointestinal absorption of radionuclides needs to be better
accounted for in dose calculations. Particles larger than 10 microns might well penetrate the
paranasal sinuses, but no data has been presented that presents the largest size for which such
penetration is possible.

What consideration have you given, in light of the comments that were made during the
September, 2004 Working Group meeting on igneous activity, to using a less deterministic
overall approach to the fate and transport modeling? For example, in addition to wind
direction, other model inputs could (and should) be handled through distributions, especially
source term estimates (emission rates) and atmospheric stability-related dispersion
coefficients (as well as resuspension). Have you incorporated any of this thinking into.your
models and if not, why not?

* With respect to modeling an igneous event, what changes, if any, have you contemplated to
your atmospheric dispersion model as a'result of discussions at the .4NCW November, 2004
meeting? What changes will be made to make the current models more risk-informed?

A probabilistic, risk-informed approach has been adopted for some parameters. For example,
wind direction data for 365 days; integrated over elevation, is being incorporated in a distribution
that is sampled. Airborne particle size is also modeled as a distribution. It is the team's
understanding,-however, that the source term and some other model paranleters are-still being
approached deterministically.

* A variety of tectonic models have been suggested for the Yucca llountain.region. How are
they being evaluated and used in determining the probability of future volcanism at Yucca
Mountain? -

The tectonic history and current tectonic processes.of. the Yucca Mountain region have.
significant impact on the nature and occurrence of volcanic events and their products. Several
new data sets for the Yucca Mountain region, regarding tectonic geodesy derived from GPS
studies and seismic velocities of the-lithbsphere obtained from topographic investigations, have
become available.. These data sets.were recently discussed:at tlhe. DOE.PVHA-Update Working
Group meeting #2 attended by the Center'and NRC staff. This new information pertains to the
tectonic history and processes'thai couid have an.impact on'the predictionr-of volcanic event
probability, a high risk significance issue; At least two new alternative theories of tectonic .
evolution (Richard Carlson,. Carnegie Institution of Washington Geophysical Lbboratdry, and
Mark Tynan, YMPO/DOE} were presented at this Working 'Group meetiiig that could have.
implications on the-volcanic.history of the-Yucca Mountain region and future volcanic eventS-7:
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The Center staff recognized the importance of being involved in the April 2005 Penrose
Conference of the Geological Society of America dealing with the "Kinematics and
Geodynamics of lntraplate'Dextral She'ar in Eastern California and Western Nevada'. T his
meeting is germane to the recent tectonic geodesy studies of the region of the proposed.
repository and the informnation derived from the conference should be useful in' improving
understanding of the tectonic processes that may bear upon the volcanic event probability.

aHow is the Center using volcanic ciutenng in probability analyses? Are'the short-term high
recurrence rates within clusters being'used as an extreme upper bound on long-term

pveag probaLiflity? If so, is the'level 6f conerais sc that it leads to in6onrect..
conclusions and insights

* How is the Center using the spatial and temporal clustering of volcanic events in estimating
the probability of an igneous intrusion into the proposed repository? What assumptions are
made? 'Are they conservative or realistic? Are any Miocene basaltic events incorporated
into the present probability determinations?. If so, what is the basis of this assumption?

*The NRC has stated that their current estimate of the probability, of 'an igneous intrusion into
the proposed Yucca Mountaini repository is 107/lyr over the 'next 10,000 years. This is stated
as an averaige value. What values-are used to determine this average and wvhat is the
distribution of the values us'ed in determining the average?

Concerns remnain regarding .NRC's estimate' of 10'7/yr (for 1 0,000 years) a's a single point value -
-for the-volcanic event probability at Yucca Mountain by the NRC. The- Center staff stated that
-1 O' /yr is nbt an average event probability at Yucca -Mountain, nor is it a bounding 'value

* ~because pyubljsied va~lues'-ange from the-orderof 10 to10'0 /yr~ Apparently, it isaccL-pted-at
* ~this stage in the preparation for the LA review as a reasonably. conservative value-for the

probability of an igneous event:. It is being used as a sutrog~ate for'.the mean.value which is used
* in 'lO ORE Pdirt.63 to judge cornpliance..Currefit DOE studies-related to the age, distribution,

and.number of hidden volcanic events evidenced in aeromnagnetic i-armalies in the Yucca
Mountain region- could impact probabilities up to. an order of magnitude. The~ use of this single

*p~oirit value is~in bontradiction t".-the expressed view of the NRC .td use-~ risk-informed apprctach
*to. studie'iricor~poraing 'a' 'full rfange.,of probability values in probaibility'dsisetsmeint. A ran 6e of

estmats rom10/yr to:Iy is. secified in Ef published journal article of the CNWRA and.
*NIVSSMINR staff,

* .e<.Whatin.§ightseare curtently'6vailable as tohow thesemodel change's fin TP.Av.'ersion5.0.1'
* - ~v'ilalt0' r.e~-e1 tibns ofr-epositoryperformance anid.thie''nsk si~tiiricande of the individual'

*components?*.*

*.The model changes for TPA 5.0.1, w'hich are pre-decisi~nal, app'ear46' pro'Vide a meacciurate
reprbsientation of the. repository p~rforrmanrce that TPA.4.0j, pajrticularly the proposed'
remobilizafi'n model,.the modelingjof container'life6,''nd torrosibn, arid file modeling of SNF
-dissolution-and subsequiient-radionuclidd mobilizati6i6. The"CNWRA staff told the ACNW tea'n
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that parameter and data input had been updated to reflect current knowledge. Consideration is
being given to further discussion with the Center regarding the TPA Version 5.0. The suggested
changes are likely to affect ACNW's perception of repository performance, since they respond
to prior ACNW critiques.

What information is available at this time as to the capability (code stability and adequacy of
models and input parameters) of the TPA code to model repository performance and to
provide a tool for assessing uncertainty forperiods substantially longer than 10,000 years?
Are there identified conservatisms in the TPA code that will significantly limit its use as a
regulatory tool in evaluating repository performnance for periods substantially longer than
10,000 years?

The TPA code is being revised and will be released within several months by the NRC, thus
details regarding the code are of a pre-decisional nature. However, as reported at the ACNW
meeting on February 24, 2005 the code will likely incorporate an ability to conduct assessments
for time periods in excess of the 10,000 yr time of compliance currently defined in 10 CFR 63.
Various parameter values and distributions in the TPA code have been added or modified to
reflect current knowledge and some code testing has been done for time periods longer than
10,000 years (to 100,000 years). This code testing appears to have addressed numerical
stability. Code development is still ongoing.
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, Table 3. Summary of questions about which serious concerns
.. ,. , - :remain

General Topic - Summary of Question - -. - - ACNW Concern (briefly stated)*
Igneous activity list the key physical and chemical. Inconsistencies in risk ranking need
and related processes hierarchically in terms of to be explainedd'and minimized.
topics their impact upon risk...

What investigations have been Excessively. conservative
conducted by the Center's contractors 'assumptions are made about
and consultants on igneous activity... magma-waste package and

magma-waste interactions.
The NRC is not taking performance Assumption that the destroyed
credit for the waste container .... What. waste package and waste are
is the basis for this decision? comnpletely entrained and emitted.
What is the progress of studies Work is incomplete (and pre-
underway to estimate the effect of decisional). This process'could
eruptions'from a bocca. .. have serious impact.

Coinsequences At the September, 2004 ACNW,
of an igneous Working Group meeting Dr.. Harper of- Section 1.03 The Center has
event Sandia reported on studies of creation not incorporated this finding of Dr.

of aerosols. .. Harper's in their consequence
.- assessment.

... the Center should be able to -apply a The remobilization model is similar
. wind rose and calculate the centerline to an Anspaugh remobilization

*air concentrations and deposition mode. .:However' the effect of
readily with greater realism. im'mediate dispersion and.

. What resuspension model is the resuspension is neglected, in favor-
CNWRA using in calculating dose? -, of remobilization, without adequate

justification.
.. . What evidence is being usedto" The-effect of vitrified high level

,'......... stimate the'size itibto of the .waste is not considered. The's'ize .:
; .wste incorporated into the tephra? distribution-estimate depends on

. : . -: the waste package-being..
.. .. completely destroye'd.

.. What studies .are underwayt(o reduce. The Center continues to gather
, . :-'teu'nceitainties boncemning ft~e . ' informiation"'to re'duce6 uncertainty,'

:respirabI& fraction of waste- . , and tend toward realisrm, but
contaminated ash?: : documentation was inadequate.-

' . ;Vhat particle size distributions (in the The Center-estirmates that the .-
.respirable rangefV0.01 to.1.0 micrbn) range of particles up to 100 ti ''

, are derived from. the analysis2 . . . . ,.:

: -
.

. . . . 7 .

. =� .. I'

. - 1. 11

. - .
. . - . . 7- - .
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What are the specific parameters that
the CNWRA scientists are using in the
inhalation and exposure scenario for
the receptor? Why are particles up to
100 microns assumed to be
respirable?

contribute to the TEDE. The
contribution to dose depends on
particle size, and considers a
distribution of DCFs with a
maximum for 3 micron particles.
Assumptions are not adequately
Justified...

What consideration have you given, to
using a less deterministic approach to
the fate and transport modeling?
What changes... have you
contemplated to your atmospheric
dispersion model.... to make the
current models more risk-informed?

The source terrm and some other
model parameters are still being
approached deterministically

Probability of an
igneous event

How are (new tectonic models] being
evaluated and used in determining the
probability of future volcanism ...

New tectonic data is becoming
available that the- Center needs to
consider.

How is the Center using volcanic
clustering in probability analyses?
How is the Center using the spatial
and temporal clustering of volcanic
events in estimating the probability of
an igneous intrusion into the proposed
repository?
The NRC has stated that their current
estimate of the probability of an
igneous intrusion into the proposed
Yucca Mountain repository is 1077/yr;..'

Concerns remain regarding the use
of the 10 7/yr value as a single point
value for the volcanic event
probability at Yucca Mountain by
the NRC.

Performance What insights are currently available - Model changes-are being made
assessment as to how these model changes will and are pre-decistonal. This is the

alter perceptions of repository only reason these responses are
performance - not considered to be satisfactory.
What information is available at this The TPA code is being revised; any
time as to the capability. .of the TPA revision is pre-decisional This is the
code to model repository performance only reason these responses are

- .. .for periods substantially longe than not considered to' be satisfactory.
1ao00O years? '

These brief statements are not intended.to reflect the'ACNW team's entire concern. They are
only intended to identify the concern, and the related question and topic.
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Appendix 2

By not considering scenarios for the interaction of magma with the canisters,
there is a real possibility of missing important processes that may not only have

* implications for understanding other processes (e.g., entrainment and eruption of waste)
but also in correctly sensing the overall seriousness of the magma disruption process
itself. A prime example is the un-appreciation of the exceedingly 'common phenomenon
of magma solidification. This is a serious 'obnission. Some explanation for this view is
given below.

Magma Crystallinity: The magma-type that has historically inhabited this region
is called alkali basalt. Under surface pressures, it begins to melt at about 1 0000C (solidus
temperature) and with continued melting maintains a rigid structure until the amount of
melt exceeds about 50% (vol.) whereupon it becomes a highly viscous, gooey mush of
crystals and melt. Continued melting produces a pure, crystal-free, melt at about 11 500C,
which is the liquidus temperature. The lesson here is that once any magma reaches, in the
strictest sense, a crystal content of about 50% it is no longer mobile; but becomes rigid
immobile rock. This general characteristic of magma is shown ini Figure' ifor some
common magma types along with the alkali basalt from Lathrop Wells;'this is -he same
Lathrop Wells composition used in the experimental study by Nicholls and Rutherford
(2004). In a more practical sense, the viscosity increases so strorigl9 with approach to

* this 50%crystallinity barrier that magma becomes immobile at crystallinities nearer 40%.
A local loss in temperature of about 1 000C will thus solidify the magma.

* . _

I
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Figure 1. The variation of crystallinity with temperature for some common rock
types (after fMarsh.1981).

All magmas erupting on Earth have'temperatures below. their liquidus and thus
always contaif some crystals. And diring the later stages of ascent, prior to imminent
eruption, adiabatic expansion promotes coolihg, regardless of heat loss to the'
surroundings, which increases crystallization. Moreover,-if the magma contains volatiles,
like H20 and CO2, which are common constituents of alkali basalts, the dramatic loss of
these volatiles with approach to' the surface (i.e., drop in pressure) causes the governing
phase diagram to shift to higher temperatures (see below). This thus causes even more
crystallization and quenching, which most often-takes the form of swarms- of needle-like -

crystals' of feldspar (plagioclase) in glass, In. thi stsate, magma quenches against virtually
anything it touches. In Hawaii, for example, magma even quenches against adnd aroufid
trees. The heated sap bursts the tree and the trees often catch fire and burn.away leaving a
hollow vertical pillar in the lava. All.magmas moving as dikes through fissures'near
Earth's surface show strongly quenched e'dges in all contacts with the host rock. These
are called 'chilled margins'- and are ubiquitous. The basic physics of this process. is very
straightforward. In attempting to heat. up the material in which it is in contact, the magna
loses the critical amount ofhe-at that brings it to a solid or glassy state. The overall,
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process is very much akin to the behavior of molten paraffin, which when spilled
quenches against all that it touches, even cooler blocks of paraffin. The perception that
magma will continue to 'run' past and bathe the container in a well-mixed bath of magma
is a gross misperception. Only if the canister were dropped into a vertical column of
magma and was allowed to settle hundreds of meters would such a situation be
approximated. '

Quenched Magma on Canisters: The melting point of Alloy 22 is in the range of
1350-1380 0C; the container itself, although significantly above the temperature of the
ambient drift wall rock,'will be much cooler than any invading magma. The magma will
immediately quenbh against the canisters, forming a glassy rind of a thickness that can be
easily calculated from knowledge of the canister thermal inertia or enthalpy and its size.
The volume of quenched magma is given by

(p Cp AT V)cane (1)
(p Cp AY) ,agia

where V is volume, 0 is density, Cp is specific heat,'and OT is the temperature contrast;
because the magma will quench to mainly glass the role of latent heat has been'ignored.
Quenching will be especially effective against the canisters because o'f the large thermal
conductivity of metal, which greatly facilitates heat transfer, Miaaking the principal thermal
resistance in the magma. .The thickness' (d) of the quenched rind .assuming a-cylindrical
canister of surface area'A, will be, d = (Vfrqend4/AcJ, and (I) how becomnes

(p CI AT V ) (2
,C,( , Amga.*'d '' (2)

Since tlie canister is not a solid rmass of metal; some allowance must b1e made for the'
effective mass of the canister, for the rate of internal heat transfer, and the possibility of a '.
higher heat capacity due to the presence' of a silicate glass. It is als6 imiportant to realize
that~thie vailuisof T~fbr.:magma and canister will be differelnt; the inaineed oinly cool
by about. 100 PC to quench, .buf'the caniste'r can'heat up to near 10000C and still be-

- effective in the quenching process..-.- . .. ' ' '. .

Using general properties for fnaagma annd metald an interniac packing ofo 5f0%.ftr
fie canister (assuming a canister size of 1 .8m by 5m), the quench thickness is on the

-- order of I10 meters. The time (tq) to grow this q'uencfied rind will not be instafifaiie.ous and
. will be given by (approximately)

q (3) .-
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where 0 is the thermal diffusivity of the magma (_1 0,2 cm2/sec). The time to grow a 5 m
thickness of quenched rind is about 5 months, which is consistent with the rates of
solidification of Hawaiian lava flows.

A relevant example of this process of quenching is well demonstrated in a series
of massive experiments conducted by Sandia Laboratories in the late 1970's in an attempt
to understand the extraction of thermal energy from molten magma using an inserted heat
exchanger (e.g., Hardee, H.C., 1975, Convective heat extraction from molten magma,
Jour. Volcanology and Geothermal Research, 10, p. 175-193; Fewell, M.E.. Hardee,
H.C., & Montoya, C, 1 975,Design of a molten-lava, single tube boiler expoeriment.
SAND75-0080; Hardee, H.C. & Fewell, M.E., 1975, Molten lava/single tube boiler
experiment. SAND75-0069).

The basic setup was a barrel-like cylindrical vat holding 0.2 m3 of Hawaiian
basalt maintained by induction heating in a superheated state of 1450 to 1650 'C. (This is
250 to 450 'C above the basalt liquidus.) A heat exchanger (cylindrical finger or probe
(-15 cm diam.) made of Type 310 stainless steel) was inserted into the vat of magma and
the efficiency of heat transfer to steam within the probe was monitored. Even though the
basalt was maintained at an extreme temperature through constant heating, which forced
the melt to vigorously convect, a quenched rind of glass always fonned on the probe.
Because of the extreme and unrealistic~ external heating, it is not possible to compare the
rind thickness (-2 cm) to that predicted above in equation (2). It does suffice to show.
however, that quenching will clearly occur even under the most extreme conditions.

Magma Solidification During Final Ascent: During ascent, magma free of
dissolved water (i.e., Dry Magma) cools and solidifies only by adiabatic expansion and
conductive heat losses to the wall rock (see Figure 2). The geometry of thephase diagram
of Dry Magmarelative to adiabatic cooling, which is -0.5 'C/kin, shows that any crystals
in the magma will begin t6 mnelt; without conductive losses, solidification stalls and is
reversed. 'For magma containing dissolved water (Wet Magma), the geometry of the
associated phase diagram for the same basalt is much different (Figure 2), and, although
adiabatic cooling will cause. further solidification, there is a much stronger effect.
Because the solubility of water in magma is essentially -zero at surface pressures (i bar),
ascending Wet Magma will undergo strong 6xsolution.of water (the magma essentially
gets the bends) and, in essence, undergoes dehydration. The loss of water causes the
phase diagram to suddenly and progressively shift to higher temperatures, which
promotes rapid crystallization. This is the process that .fragments the suddenly quenching
magma into popcorn-like"tephra;,

The pre-eruptive water content'of typical Lathrop Wells basalt has been inferred-
by Nicholls and Rutherford (2004) by matchin~g the observed phase assemblage of the
lava to that found experimentally under varying water contents in the melt. They
conclude that the magma was at or near water saturation at a pressure of about 200 MPa
(2 kb = -6 km depth), which is also shown on Figure 2. The phase diagrams' for the same
Lathrop Wells melt composition are shown by Figure:2;* the Dry Magma phase equilibria
wvas calculated using the well-known MELTS numerical code of M. Ghiorso, and'the Wet
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phase diagram is from Nicholls and Rutherford. The pre-eruptive conditions determined
by Nicholls and Rutherford are shown and the most likely eruption path is also indicated.
The-slight heating with approach to the surface is due to the heat of volatile exsolution.
The net result is that the magma will undergo strong quenching and fragmentation with
approach to the surface. This is a well-known phenomenon.

Latbrop Wells Basalt -

-Phase Diagram

DRY MAGMA

-WET MAGMA

V) Coditi

04

1000 1100 lZ. 0 1300
Temperature 'C

Figure 2. Phase diagram for Lathrop Wells basalt under Dry and Wet conditions.

The basic conclusion is that should this magma encounier~th6 repository during
ascent, the already rapidly quenchifig.magma will undergo even more strong exsolution-
induced quenching. Instead of fluid magma entering the drift and. flowing along-to- - - -

eventually fill 'it (like;fillinga bathtub), a cinder cone will begin developing at the pbint
of intersection. The cinders wilL avalanche into the drift, rapidly pile up, and plug the.
drift; theffrag'&enfal material will not flow far. The insulating effect 6f the close wall rock
will minimize radiarit heat loss, allowing the i of 'inders anrd tephramto tack or partially

-ranneal together to formn amass of some strength This will form a plug in the drift,-
sealing the -,6int of inteisection, whiwch`'will either force the magma to continue upward to
erupt on the surface or sirnply.seal off the dike Iocally, redirecting thee flowlto other
portions of the dike that have already reached'the sui-face. The Iet-effect ig'that the area
.of the drift affected by the invading magma may be minimal and the number of canisters.
affected may be very limited.. .: : .' -

-o'' If the iagmahas already dcegassed beforeieeachifng the drift, which could
conceivablyS happe'n'if themagmna interaction took place late-in the episode of local
volcanisnm, lava itself could enter the'drift. The viscousnature and iaid cooling.ofth&
lava would form eithe a volcanic dome or a frue lava flow 'The .'dvancing lava would .
solidify. at the rate of about I fii/4 days and could e'nvelope'some canisters forming a thick
quenched rind. Based on the nature of the flows at Crater'Flat, the lava wvould bee blou3y
and sluggish-and advancement might be 'difficult in a cylihnd-ical drift. It certainlyv.vould
*not be a-simple case'of a viscous, nion solidifyihg fluid flowing along a pipe. There is not
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the slightest chance that the lava would undergo any form of wholesale thermal
convection whatsoever (Marsh, 1989, Jour Petrology, 30,479-530; Brandies & Marsh,
1989, Nature, 339, 6 13-616; Brandeis & Marsh, 1990, Geophysical Research Letters,
17,1125-1128; Hort, Marsh, Resmini & Smith, 1999, Jour. Petrology, 40, 1271-1300).

Radiative heat transfer from the tephra pile or lava pile outward along the drift
may heat exposed canisters to the point of softening and canisters may undergo serious
sagging and deformation under their own weight. Some consideration should thus be
given to the structural integrity and form of the cradles holding the canisters.

Summnary: These considerations are intended to illustrate the basic nature of the
processes that present themselves when a more accurate and integrated system of magma
solidification and interaction with the canisters is considered. The calculations serve to
point how these processes work and how they force us to visualize the overall nature of
the process with more realism. More detailed and straightforward calculations are called
for that will further flesh out and establish the nature of these and other processes
involving solidification and magma flow.


